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Lesson : Family 

Level : 1st Grade 

Time Allocation 2 x 45 Minutes 

Learning 

objective 

Students are able to mention the names of members in a family 

Target vocabulary Mother, Father, Brother, Sister, Grandfather, Grandmother, Aunt, Uncle, 

Cousin 

Learning media 1. Video 

- Family 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHaObkHEkHQ) 

- Goodbye song 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STMl4yjPpoM) 

2. Printable family poster 

3. Printable Word flashcards (Mother, Father, Brother, Sister, 

Grandfather, Grandmother, Aunt, Uncle, Cousin) 

One side of the flashcards has a picture, while the other has the 

words written. 

4. Printable Family Tree Worksheet 

5. Crayons/pens and glue 

 

Lesson overview 

a. Warm-up 

1. Greeting 

2. Praying 

3. Checking attendance 

b. Activity 

1. Watching a video to learn vocabulary 

2. Playing Who’s That? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHaObkHEkHQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STMl4yjPpoM


3. Build a Family Tree 

c. Wrap-up 

1. Review the lesson 

2. Assign homework 

3. Singing the Goodbye song 

Lesson procedure 

a. Warm-up 

1. Greeting 

The teacher greets every student by name and asks how are they doing. The teacher 

asks whether students are ready and excited to learn in today’s class. 

2. Praying 

The teacher leads the students to pray together. 

3. Checking attendance 

The teacher checks students’ attendance by asking “Is (student’s name) here?” while 

students have to raise their hand and answer with “I’m here, Miss.” Or “(student’s 

name) is here, Miss.” 

b. Activity 

1. Watching a video to learn vocabulary 

The teacher explain that the class will be learning about Family. The teacher then plays 

a video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHaObkHEkHQ 

The teacher pauses video as necessary for students to follow the pronunciation of the 

name for each family member. Students have to repeat the words in the video. (Mother, 

Father, Brother, Sister, Grandfather, Grandmother, Aunt, Uncle, Cousin) 

2. Playing Who’s That? 

The teacher has the poster projected/printed. The teacher points to one family member 

and asks students the name of the family member. The teacher puts up two flashcards 

with words facing the front. After the students guess, the teacher flips the flash card to 

show the picture behind the flashcard to reveal the correct answer. 

The flashcards and poster can be found here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHaObkHEkHQ


https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fQeLXLZOIIVs7f3ICb18D0fJkdUV1X2p?us

p=sharing 

4. Build a Family Tree 

The teacher asks students to show the family picture that they have prepared for today’s 

class. Then the teacher gives out the Family Tree Worksheet for each student, and some 

labels. 

The teacher asks students to and glue the photos of family members and write down 

the correct names in the labels. 

The printables can be found here: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MvyCfedb7nGWnjsfh82ApgjPVChzCnBY?u

sp=sharing 

c. Wrap-up 

1. Review the lesson 

The teacher asks students about the new vocabularies they just learn today.  

2. The teacher gives instruction on homework 

3. Singing the Goodbye song 

The teacher closes the class by inviting the students to sing the goodbye song. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STMl4yjPpoM 

Lyrics: 

Goodbye, see you next time, everyone. 

Goodbye, see you next time, everyone. 

Goodbye to you, goodbye to you, 

Goodbye to you, goodbye to me, 

Goodbye, see you next time, everyone. 
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